Dutch International Flute Competition
How to reach the Group accommodation Bekerhof and Adams Music Centre, the location of the
Flute Competition:
Go by train to Railway Station Weert.
From Schiphol Airport (Amsterdam Airport):
Take the intercity (IC), direction Heerlen, without changes for one and a half hours. The first station
after Eindhoven will be Weert.
From Amsterdam CS (Central Station):
Take the intercity (IC) direction Maastricht, without changes for one and a half hours. The first station
after Eindhoven will be Weert.
You can buy a chip cart or a single ticket at the Service Desk or at the machine. When you use a chip
cart or ticket you have to check in at the platform at your point of departure and to check out at your
destination.
When you arrive from the east, also go to Railway Station Weert.
Shuttle buses of Flute Competition and Adams Music Centre
From Tuesday to Thursdag, Adams shuttle bus will drive from Railway Station Weert to Adams Music
Centre and to Bekerhof. Check out the timetable on our website. From Friday to Sunday the Adams
shuttle buses drive every 30 minutes from Railway Station Weert to Adams Music Centre and to
Bekerhof. You will find these buses opposite the exit of the train station and you can recognize them
at the Flute Competition or Adams logo.

You can find our bus here.
If there is no bus, just wait here.

From Group accommodation Bekerhof to Adams Music Centre, the location of the Flute
Competition:
During the days of the competition and the festival (Tuesday to Sunday) the shuttle buses drive also
between the group accommodation and Adams Music Centre, free of charge. At the website you will
find the timetable.
Your all over contact:
René de Vos, competition secretary
Phone/sms: 0031646606335
Mail: r.j.devos@live.nl

